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Swing Gate Monthly Checks

In addition to the regular maintenance service provided by a suitably qualified engineer under a maintenance contract
there are simple monthly checks that you can do to ensure that you have a safe gate throughout the year as anything
could happen to affect the safe operation of the gate between maintenance service visits.
Swing Gates:
Check smooth operation of the gate
Check that the photocells are clean and free from plants
CE mark clearly fixed to the gate and still legible
Place dustbin (or similar sturdy object NOT a person) in the middle of the gateway and check gate will not close
onto the gate
Push a dustbin into the path of the gate when it is closing and check the gate halts and reverse away
Remove any obstructions from around the gate that could be used as a climbing aid
If the gate opens against a wall then place a dustbin behind the gate, the gate should not crush the gate, it should halt
and reverse if it touches the dustbin
For ANY other problems with the gate, contact your Maintenance Company or manufacturer. Only qualified
persons (manufacturer of the gate or maintenance company) should alter the equipment within the cabinet or add
any additional control devices as this may require extra safety devices to ensure the gate complies with the EU
Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC.
Any automated gate should fail safe in the event of any of the equipment on the gate not working or developing a
fault.
Example Checklist to be kept up to date and available for inspection if required.
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If the gate does not perform as expected, i.e at time of commissioning, then contact your responsible agent for help
or call out.
The guidance and recommendations issued by Gate Safe represents our interpretation of advice provided by a number of
sources. Gate Safe aims to clarify the key safety priorities relating to automated gate safety and to establish a protocol which
represents the ultimate standard for best practice. Gate Safe accepts no responsibility for any accident or injury to persons,
vehicles or property by undertaking the simple monthly checks.
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